TIPS ON HOW TO HANG CLOTHES
This is an example of the four most
common kid-size hangers:
1.

WIRE DRIP-DRY – COATED OR PLAIN
METAL (HARDER TO FIND, TRY
HOUSEWARE SECTION OR
DRY-CLEANERS)

2. THINNER PLASTIC TRIANGULAR
(DELTA BRAND – WALMART BABY
SECTION)
3. THICK/FLAT PLASTIC SHIRT HANGER
(FREE WITH STORE PURCHASED
CLOTHES)
4. THICK/TUBURAL PLASTIC
TRIANGULAR (HOUSEWARE SECTION)

Other examples of common hangers:
5. KID SIZE PLASTIC PANT HANGER
WITH PINCHES (FREE WITH STORE
PURCHASED CLOTHES – PUSH DOWN
METAL PINCH)
6. KID SIZE PLASTIC PANT HANGER
WITH PINCHES (FREE WITH STORE
PURCHASED CLOTHES – SQUEEZE
PINCH)
7. ADULT SIZE WIRE DRIP-DRY
(COMMON AT DRY CLEANERS – SOME
GIVE FREE ONES)
8. ADULT SIZE THICK/TUBURAL
PLASTIC TRIANGULAR (HOUSEWARE
SECTION)

Any of these hangers will work, if you have them in your house, but if you can
choose and you need to buy some, I suggest purchasing the following hangers:
-

1 and 7 for 2pc outfits (most little outfits fit on adult wire hangers that are
easier to find for free, but if the clothing looks too stretched out then use

the kid size. The shirt below is a 24m on an adult wire hanger; it does not
look that bad. 5T and up are fine on adult size hangers);

-

2 for tops/dresses/sleepers (items that just hang) - $1 for 10 units at
Walmart, Delta brand in baby section.
When you buy a packet of safety
pins, most of them will be medium
size and small, as in the picture.
There will be very few big ones.
You will need to buy a separate
package for those. If you use
hangers 1 and 7 you will be able to
use the medium size safety pins to
pin outfits together because they
will fit around the thin wire hanger.
Really tiny pins are great to attach
tags to the garments.

If you only have medium/little pins and thick hangers there are a few ways to get
around having to buy big safety pins.

The above 3pc outfit is hung on hanger 3, which is a thick one, but the pins used
are medium size. The pins do not touch the hanger, they are just attached to the
top from its seem. The downside of this is that the bottom items may pull on the
top, but if there is no way around it, you do what you got to do!

The above 2pc outfit is hung on hanger 4, the thickest hanger, with two medium
size safety pins. This method is sturdier than the preceding one, but it can only be
done when there aren’t many layers to work with.

This is the best way to hang a 2pc (or
more) outfit. The pin should pass
through the two garments and around
the hanger, this way the weight of the
pants won’t stretch out the top. This, of
course, can only be done with wire
hangers, unless you have big safety pins.
Sometimes hanger 2 is thin enough to
use pins that are bigger than the
medium ones but smaller than the really
big ones. Just try them and see how it
works out.

This is another way to get around
having to buy big safety pins when
you only have thick hangers and
there are too many layers to work
with. This is not the best option,
but it will do. The two garments
are pinned together and they are
just ‘resting’ on the hanger, on
both sides. Cons: the outfit may
slide from side to side and it’s not
secured to the hanger; Pros: you
can use the supplies you have!

Please secure tank tops,
strappy dresses, swim suits
and any garment that has
straps with a safety pin so
the item won’t fall off the
hanger.

Hangers 5 and 6 can be used to hang bottoms (pants/skirts/shorts etc.). Hanger 5
is better because the garment won’t fall off unless you really pull on it. If you only
have hanger 6 please secure the garment with a big safety pin (if you have one),
like the picture below, and to save pins you can attach the tag to the same pin.

BIGGER SIZE CLOTHES AND
MATERNITY
This is the proper way to hang bigger
size pants/skirts. Use a wire hanger if
you have one so you can use medium size
pins. Please hang the item at the top of
the hanger, not at the bottom, because
otherwise it will slide on one side and it
won’t be noticed nor sold. If you only
have thicker hangers and small pins,
please look at the pictures below.

This does not look as good, but it will do.
Use medium pins to wrap the top of the
garment around the top of the thick
hanger on the two spots where the
hanger indents, then use two other pins
to pin the pants together.
Hope this helps, and please contact me for any other question concerning the
preparation of your items for the sale!

Have a lovely day,
Lisa Bragg
CONSIGN WITH GRACE Kid's Sale
Event Coordinator
316-889-7237
www.consignwithgrace.com

